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What would be our recommendations?  
Initial suggestions: 

•  GPCs and LC prepare for eventual provision of daily data to 
support forecasting of  

    - risks of extremes  
    - anomalies in onset and cessation dates and other   
      threshold phenomena that vary interannually 

•  GPCs and LC prepare for eventual provision of additional 
variables including snow, soil moisture and … (adequate 
verification?) 

•  Forecasts be provided of indices for circulation modes such 
as NAO and AO for which some systems have developed 
very appreciable skill (MM presentation could emphasize 
skill level through line thickness, coloring, etc.) 
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Possible actions* 
1)  Task WGSIP sub-group to canvas WGSIP members and other experts on 

current research to identify and recommend promising new products or other 
forecasting improvements that could be accelerated into operations at the 
GPCs and WMO Lead Centre 

2)  Develop a review paper, based on ET co-chairs’ list, drawing on practices and 
experiences (many unpublished) from research and operational centres 
bearing on these questions 

       - “Current challenges in climate prediction” or similar 
       -  Aimed toward informing operational and research practitioners of   
          best practices and state of the science  
       - Too “dry” to be of interest to wider audience, including prospective  
          young researchers? 
3)  Develop a review paper, not excluding ET co-chairs’ list but with broader 

perspective, on exciting current challenges 
       - “Current scientific challenges in climate prediction” or similar 
       -  Aimed toward wider audience, inspiring young researchers  
4)  Propose a workshop of invited experts focused on questions posed by (2) or (3) 

with corresponding review paper as output 
5)  New WGSIP project(s) addressing item(s) on ET co-chairs’ list  
6)  Joint WGSIP-ET task group with specific focus (products from daily outputs?) 
7)  Post ET co-chairs’ list in WGSIP’s web space  *not mutually exclusive 


